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Abstract
A visual modeling technique for distributed object systems based on graph trans-
formation is presented. It includes the graphical description of the network and its
dynamic reconguration as well as the component interfaces and local object sys-
tems and their behavior. Typical issues in distributed systems like remote object
interaction, object migration and replication, communication and synchronization
are expressible in this technique. The notation is close to UML. It extends the
UML notation where needed. Using graph transformation as underlying formal
framework, distributed behavior is designed in a way that consistency of the net-
work, as well as of all object and data structures involved, is ensured.
1 Introduction
Distributed systems demand a number of requirements on specication tech-
niques which have to be taken into account in addition to the development of
non-distributed software. Allocation of objects and tasks to network nodes,
object replication and migration, remote interactions, multiple threads of con-
trol as well as dynamic network topologies are important issues in distributed
systems. Some of these distribution issues, such as object allocation, are al-
ready handled by common modeling techniques for object-oriented systems,
such as UML [20], but others like system reconguration cannot be designed
suÆciently with the techniques available. Furthermore, there are a number of
formal specication techniques, such as temporal logics [17], process algebras
[14], Petri nets [15], and actor systems [1], to model the concurrent behav-
ior of distributed systems. The structural aspects of distributed systems are
hardly tackled by these approaches. Moreover, dynamic reconguration of a
distributed system as well as distributed data handling cannot be addressed
directly by most of the techniques. Considering all the techniques mentioned,
actor systems are that technique meeting most of the features required. But
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also this technique does not support the handling of distributed data suÆ-
ciently, since e.g. replication cannot be addressed directly.
In this article, the concepts for visual modeling of distributed object sys-
tems presented are based on distributed graph transformation as the underlying
formal specication technique. The kernel of this technique focuses on a struc-
tured graph with two abstraction levels, the network and the local level, and
its transformation. On the network level, the possibly dynamic topological
structure of a distributed system is specied. The local level contains the
graphical description of local object and data structures where parts of them
may be replicated in remote network nodes. Those structures may evolve inde-
pendently or synchronized with remote structures using a suitable interaction
mechanism. Network activities as well as local actions are described by rules.
The advantage of using rules in this context is to avoid purely sequential or
series-parallel control ow, since rules naturally support the design of multi-
ple threads of control on the level of events without prescribing the order of
execution.
Using graph transformation as underlying formal framework, distributed
behavior is designed in a way that consistency of the network as well as of
all object and data structures involved is ensured. Throughout this contri-
bution all formal concepts are introduced on an intuitive level in order to be
comprehensible. Distributed graph transformation is formally presented in
[18,6].
2 Distributed Graph Transformation
Several graph transformation approaches exist which have been used to model
distributed systems. One big advantage of these approaches is the rule-based
nature of dynamics description. Rules are well suited to describe recongu-
ration in distributed systems, because they inherently model the asynchrony
and non-determinism of reconguration control. All the graph transforma-
tion approaches have the modeling of the network structure by a graph in
common. However, local states are typically coded in some specication or
programming text or are not considered at all. This idea is followed, e.g. in
[2], by -grammars in [10], in [16] and by actor graph grammars in [9].
But for the application to distributed systems, graph transformation can
be employed twice: to describe the dynamic reconguration of distributed
systems on the network level and, in addition, for modeling evolving data and
object structures in local systems. The advantage of using graph transfor-
mation on the local level is manifold: a description of replicated objects in
remote systems, of local actions as well as of remote interaction which in-
cludes object migration, replication, communication and synchronization. In
order to be able to describe all these features in a modeling technique for dis-
tributed systems the combination of the network graph transformation with
local transformations is needed.
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Fig. 1. Example of a distributed graph
Distributed graph transformation (DGT) fullls this aim by describing both
the network and the local level of a distributed system in one distributed graph.
A distributed graph can be seen as a hierarchical graph on two levels (cf.
Figure 1). The network level contains the description of a system's network
topology by a network graph and its dynamic reconguration during runtime
by network rules. However, unlike most approaches, graph transformation is
used also on the local level to manipulate local data structures. Each network
node is equipped with a graph representing its local state and each network
edge is equipped with a graph morphism, called local graph morphism, rep-
resenting a relation between two local states. Moreover, nodes and edges on
both levels may be attributed by any element of some data algebra. Local
graph morphisms also map data attributes by containing a homomorphism
between some algebra and a superalgebra. Please note that a graph object
with a smaller number of attributes can be mapped to one with more at-
tributes if each of the attributes can be mapped. So, distributed graphs can
be nicely used to model a system's network and data structures which are dis-
tributed over dierent local systems. All kinds of local and distributed system
interactions as well as dynamic network reconguration can be described by
distributed graph transformation.
A distributed rule consists of a network rule and local rules for all network
nodes which are preserved by the network rule. Network as well as local rules
are graph rules and may contain a number of attribute computations.
See Figure 2 for a schematic representation of a distributed rule. In this
example, one local network node (with number 2), its local graph as well as
the network edge and its local morphism are deleted. The local rule graph
determines the state in which such a network node is allowed to be deleted,
i.e. an isomorphism has to be established between the local rule and the
corresponding local host graph. This restricted form of deletion corresponds
directly to the way how local systems are created. The whole initial state is
determined in the rule, in the deletion case the whole nal state has to be
described within the rule as well. Going on with the example, we can see that
one network node is preserved (number 1). Its local graph can be manipulated.
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Fig. 2. Example of a distributed rule
This is done by the local rule given. On the right-hand side a new network
node (number 3) has to be created. Its initial state is given by the local graph
equipped.
The transformation of distributed graphs by distributed rules is performed
by a number of graph transformations using the network and local rules con-
tained in a distributed rule. All these transformations can be done non-
deterministically. Network nodes as well as edges may be deleted or newly
created as indicated by the rule. Newly created network nodes are equipped
with a local graph describing the initial state of this local system. Deletion
of network nodes is only possible if the whole local system is deleted as well.
Relations between transformed local graphs are induced by the transforma-
tion steps. For the application of a distributed rule in a distributed graph an
occurrence of the left-hand side has to be chosen. In addition to the dangling
condition for all local rules and the network rule some additional application
conditions have to be checked in order to guarantee a distributed graph as
result. (These conditions are explained in more detail in [6]).
Formally, a distributed graph transformation step is formulated by a double-
pushout in the category of distributed graphs and graph morphisms. On this
basis, the existence and uniqueness of a distributed graph transformation step
can be shown. This coherence is extremely useful for modeling consistent
data structure transformations in a distributed environment which get soon
too complex hence, diÆcult to understand. Altogether, distributed graph
transformation supports a model where local components specify their own
process. Insertion of a new local component models the start of a new process
and deleting a local component means process termination. Each local rule
modeling a local action can dene its own thread of control. Thus, threads
of control are modeled here independently of objects and allow concurrency
on the level of events. If distributed rule applications are independent of each
others they may happen simultaneously or in either order, i.e. truly concur-
rently.
3 The Modeling Technique
In the following, we sketch the modeling technique on a running example
showing a number of key aspects of distributed systems. The running example
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deals with distributed version management for remote software development
(see [6] for a detailed model).
The underlying concept for this design technique is distributed graph trans-
formation. Since graphs and graph transformations are dened independently
of graphical layouts, we adapt the examples presented below as far as possible
to the graphical notation of UML. The notation is built up on object and
deployment diagrams and is extended to capture new concepts not available
in UML.
At rst, we introduce our running example. Afterwards, we consider the
static aspects of distributed systems in section 5.1, then the dynamic aspects
in section 5.2.
3.1 Running Example: Distributed Version Management
Because of the costs, the size of the projects, high quality requirements etc.
software is more and more developed in a distributed way nowadays. There-
fore, communication, coordination, and quality management are needed, be-
cause all project sites must have access to a consistent, up-to-date set of project
documents. When a project site changes a document leading to a new revi-
sion, it must become known in all other project sites, too. This is especially a
problem, when no central online archive can be used by all project partners.
One approach to distributed version management is that each project site
has its own revision archive which is a local station where all documents
and their dierent revisions are stored. Documents are replicated between
revision archives to ensure that each project site has an independent up-to-
date document set. When a document of a revision archive is to be changed
or a new document has to be inserted this is done in workspaces. When the
owner of a workspace wants to change a document he/she checks it out from
the archive into the workspace. Then, the actual change can take place or
something new can be created. When this work is nished, the documents are
checked back into the revision archive, i.e. a new revision is created whereas
the previous one remains unchanged.
3.2 Modeling the Statics in Distributed Systems
At rst, the static aspects of the network level are considered. Afterwards,
local structures are modeled. The distributed object structures are specied
in local views. Here, both levels are combined.
3.2.1 Network Graph Structure
The topological structure of a distributed system's network is presented graph-
ically by a typed network graph. Nodes of the network graph represent any
kind of processing unit with some memory, edges indicate communication
paths between nodes. In our running example, the network of revision archives
and workspaces can be easily modeled by a network graph depicted on the left
5
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Fig. 3. Sample network and local graph
one in Figure 3. Each workspace and each revision archive is a node of the net-
work graph. Each site has only one archive, but a possibly changing number
of workspaces which are connected to their local archive.
In open systems, network structures are not static, but may evolve over
time. Graph transformation has proved to be well suited for specifying this
evolution. The dynamic part of networks, i.e. network reconguration by
graph transformation, is explained in section 3.3.3.
3.2.2 Local Object Structures
To describe static and dynamic aspects of object-oriented systems well-known
OOA/D techniques like OMT, OOD and UML may be used. The underly-
ing abstract structure of these models are usually graphs. In the following
examples, the graphical notation extends the UML-notation where needed.
Class and object diagrams are the standard techniques to dene the static
aspects of object structures. Both kinds of diagrams can be formulated as
graphs where classes and objects are modeled by nodes whereas associations
and links are dened as edges. Type graphs model some sort of class diagrams,
object diagrams which have to be type compatible with it are described by
local graphs.
Consider e.g. a local graph of a revision archive on the right of Figure 3.
It contains the revision structure of documents following two sorting princi-
ples. At rst, revisions are grouped into congurations which may be nested.
Congurations are hierarchically structured with documents as leaves. More-
over, dierent revisions of documents are related where the arrow direction
indicates the development direction. Moreover, conguration and documents
may carry attributes concerning identity, name, revision number, creator, con-
tents, etc. Extending the boxes in Figure 3, these attributes can be denoted
in a way similar to static structure diagrams in UML. Object relations are
depicted in a slightly dierent way from UML-associations. Formally, local
object structures are considered as attributed graphs.
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Fig. 4. Local views of workspaces and revision archives
3.2.3 Local Systems and Views
In the early stages of system development, a global view on the entire dis-
tributed system is desirable. Once the network structure and its recongura-
tion possibilities are xed, the system developers are supposed to take a local
view on network nodes and local system parts running on them to facilitate
concurrent development.
The local view of a local system contains the local system itself together
with remote import and export interfaces to which it may have connections.
Communication between local systems takes place via export and import in-
terfaces. In export interfaces, local systems present objects accessible from
other local systems and import interfaces contain objects from remote export
interfaces.
Figure 4 shows two local views: the local view of a workspace and that
of a revision archive. A workspace knows the export interface of the revision
archive from where it checks out the documents. A revision archive may
contain replicas of congurations or documents in other archives, i.e. it imports
them from other archives. Furthermore, it can export congurations and
documents for replication by other archives or for checkout by a workspace.
In each local view, the local system is depicted in bold face.
3.2.4 Distributed Object Structures
The combination of the network graph structure and the local object struc-
tures is specied by distributed graphs in order to describe distributed object
structures. The graphical notation for distributed object structures used in
the sequel builds up on UML deployment diagrams. A deployment diagram
shows a system's network topology and the software components, processes
and nodes that live on the network nodes. If one component uses the services
of another component, this is indicated by a dependency arrow between those
components.
Figure 5 shows an example of a deployment diagram where components
as well as objects are located in nodes and dependencies between dierent
7
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Fig. 5. Standard modeling elements in UML
structuring elements are shown.
Deployment diagrams can be easily regarded as distributed graphs where
the big boxes constitute the network graph and the components, objects,
etc. within these boxes are the local graphs. Therefore, we will capitalize on
deployment diagrams to describe the allocation of objects, processes, etc. to
network nodes. On the contrary, object migration which is a dynamic issue
will be modeled by graph rules. This is actually a remote interaction and will
be explained in subsection 3.3.2.
The notation of deployment diagrams is used to describe the static aspects
of some distributed system part. We extend this notation to capture also the
information of object replication. If one object is the replication of another
one, this is also indicated by a dashed arrow between these two pointing to
the origin. The replication is formalized by local graph morphisms.
Moreover, we distinguish export- and import interface graphs. Export
interface graphs oer public parts of local object structures whereas an import
interface graph determines the part to be imported from another system. The
connection between import and export interfaces, i.e. the connecting graph
morphism, shows an actual imported remote object structure.
The design of import and export interface structures is handled by type
graphs. Such a type graph indicates also which imports can be connected to
which export interfaces. Export type graphs contain all those object types and
associations which may be exported. For each export object type it is allowed
to export only a subset of its members, i.e. its attributes. An import type
graph species all object types and associations that may be imported from
some export. Distributed state graphs are used to describe some section of a
distributed system state. Connections between import and export state graphs
show the current state of replication. Compare 6 for a schematic presentation
of distributed state graphs.
Consider Figure 7 for a very small example of a distributed state graph in
the local view of a workspace. It consists of two networks nodes which are con-
nected. Within the workspace node there is one local conguration containing
a document. The revision archive also contains these two objects which are
actually replicated by the workspace, i.e. they are checked out (imported) by
the workspace. This is possible, because both objects are exported by the
8
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Fig. 7. A sample distributed object structure
archive which is indicated by a box labeled by \Exp". This import-export re-
lation is indicated by dashed arrows pointing to the originals. Please note that
the objects in the archive contain partly dierent attributes than their cor-
respondents in the workspace. Attributes like the internal document identity
DocID are not relevant within a workspace, but for other revision archives. It
is also possible not to export single attributes for hiding local informations,
although the entire object is exported. On the other side, attributes may be
local such as change is local to workspaces.
3.3 Modeling the Dynamics in Distributed Systems
The following paragraphs deal with the dynamic aspects of a distributed sys-
tem. At rst, object interactions in one system component are considered,
then remote object interaction in several components and system recongura-
tion possibilities are treated in the following paragraphs.
Dynamics are described by distributed graph rules. They are useful to
describe dynamic network reconguration by a network rule as well as object
interaction by a set of local rules applied in each component. A local graph
rule can also have export and import rules as sub rules. Modeling recongu-
ration, the local graph of a network node to be deleted determines the state
9
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Fig. 8. Updating a document (left) and creating a new document (right)
in which the corresponding local system is allowed to be terminated. A new
network node can be created and its initial state is given by the local graph
equipped. Mostly, distributed graph rules are used to describe synchronization
and communication in distributed systems.
3.3.1 Local Object Interaction
There are several techniques to describe the dynamic aspects in object-oriented
systems by e.g. state charts or sequence and collaboration diagrams. We
propose additionally graph transformation for this purpose as the rule-based
way of dynamics specication is well suited to be used for specication of
distributed behavior. If an object behavior is described by a rule, it may be
possible to separate this rule into several sub rules. In this way, we separate
also the object behavior in several parts. This allows us easily to separate the
behavior into the behavior visible for other objects and the internal behavior
by extracting two sub rules.
It is worth mentioning again, that we do not intend to use graph trans-
formation as the one and only formalism for specifying software systems. We
recommend it for the specication of the communication between local com-
ponents. For the specication of the dynamic aspects restricted to one local
component only any other technique, e.g. state charts or collaboration dia-
grams, may be used. Although on the formal level, graph rules can be used
to dene the semantics of e.g. collaboration diagrams [4]. Thus, dierent be-
havior description techniques can be semantically mapped on one formalism,
i.e. graph transformation.
Graph rules can describe the creation and deletion of objects as well as
links. Moreover, computations on members started by method invocation are
modeled by attribute computations. All this is described by showing graphs
similar to object diagrams on the left and on the right and relating these
both by a graph morphism. Consider e.g. Figure 8, where local actions in a
workspace are modeled. The rule on the left models an update of a document.
The document is preserved, only two attributes are newly computed. On
the right, a rule for document creation is depicted. It has to belong to a
conguration. Thus, the conguration has to occur in the rule, a document
node and a relating edge are newly created. In this case, all attributes of the
new document are unset. Further rules are needed to set the attribute values.
10
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Such local object interaction can be modeled by a distributed rule where
the network graph of both { the left and right-hand side { contains exactly
one node, namely the component where the local action shall take place. This
network node is preserved. The local rule for this component describes the lo-
cal action. Changes on export interfaces can also be performed locally as long
as graph parts used remotely are not deleted and none of their attributes is
newly computed. Otherwise, a synchronization has to be performed to inform
the using systems that parts which are exported will be deleted. Adding ob-
jects and links to an export interface, i.e. oering new information, is possible
without any problem.
3.3.2 Remote Object Interaction
Remote object interaction is necessary, if remote services should be used.
These services are specied by the export graph and export rules. The contents
of an export graph shows which services are available at this moment in time.
An export service (modelled by a export graph rule) oered in principle may
not be available, if the corresponding export rule cannot be applied to the
actual export graph. On the other side, import rules are used to specify
certain services requested. These requesting services have to coincide with sub
services of those oered by the export. This can be achieved twice: Either
the import rule is applicable to an export graph, then the service is already
oered, or the import rule is a sub rule of an export rule and both rules are
applicable to their graphs, then the service can be oered.
Remote object interactions may be performed synchronously or asynchron-
ously. Asynchronous object communication means sequential application of
local rules such that something is put into an export interface by one rule
which may be used by an importing component formulated in another rule.
Synchronous actions are modeled by several local rules in dierent components
which are interconnected by common interface rules. If two local systems want
to synchronize, at least one import of one component has to be connected to
one export interface of another. The corresponding network rules are identical
ones which have to overlap in those interface nodes where the synchronization
should take place.
In Figure 9, the checkout of a document is specied. Please note that all
attributes relevant for workspaces are replicated from objects in the archive.
Moreover, local attribute change is set. Before the checkout of a document can
take place, it has to be exported by the revision archive rst. Thus, a revision
archive has to oer the service to export a certain document. This service
may be requested by workspaces for checkout and by other revision archives
for replication, i.e. checkout and replication are modeled asynchronously.
Replication between revision archives is not shown explicitly here due the
space limitations. Roughly spoken, it consists of two steps: rst new revisions
have to be exported (as for checkout by a workspace), then connected archives
can imported them. During the import a revision archive has to make sure
11
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Fig. 9. Checkout of a document
that no workspace tries to check out an incomplete conguration. For this
purpose a lock has to be set rst on that conguration which is updated.
These replication rules are intended to be applied as soon as they are appli-
cable, i.e. the update between distributed archives is immediately done when
possible (the corresponding document is not currently checked out), and can
be performed automatically.
3.3.3 System Reconguration
A system reconguration can also be described by a distributed graph rule
where its network rule describes the changes in the network topology. More-
over, the initial (nal) state of the newly created (deleted) system components
is determined. For preserved components those exports have to be specied
which will be involved in remote component creation or deletion.
Figure 10 shows two rules modeling the creation of a workspace and a
revision archive. In both rules, also local nodes are created, modeling local
information. For the creation of a workspace there has to be already an
archive to which it will be related. Deletion of workspaces and revision archives
can be modeled by the inverse rules. But note that these rules can only be
applied when the workspace or archive, resp., is empty, i.e. does not contain a
conguration. This is due to the application conditions for distributed graph
transformation (compare section 2). To achieve such a state further rules have
to be applied rst which delete each document in a workspace or an archive,
resp. Furthermore, an archive to be deleted rst has to be disconnected from
others.
12
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Fig. 10. Creating a new revision archive (top) and a new workspace (bottom)
4 Conclusions
In this contribution, we presented a visual modeling technique for distributed
object systems based on distributed graph transformation. It includes the
graphical description of remote object interaction, object migration and repli-
cation, communication and synchronization as well as dynamic reconguration
of distributed systems. Since the rule-based way of modeling is well suited to
describe highly concurrent events, we proposed to use graph transformation for
all dynamic object structures which may be communicated over the network.
Services are available when the describing rule is applicable to some export
graph showing public object structures. Moreover, dynamic reconguration
can be described in a very exible way.
A prototypical implementation of the ideas presented is based on the graph
transformation machine AGG [5]. The execution of a remote object interaction
is performed in a true distributed manner relying on Java RMI.
The modeling technique has been applied to two case studies, i.e. dis-
tributed version control for remote software development (the running exam-
ple) and dynamic change management in the area of software design [12],
[13]. The former application is treated in more detail in [6], the latter one in
[19]. Although these cases studies are non-trivial, further validation is needed
to nd out how far distribution issues are represented adequately and which
further issues have to be considered.
Considering distributed systems a notion of application dependent consis-
tency without having access to the entire state all the time is very important.
Since our modeling technique is based on graph transformation as formal
framework, the results of this area can be used. A notion of consistency
based on logical formulas on the existence and non-existence of graph struc-
tures, and a constructive approach to ensure this consistency are presented
in [8]. Another approach to consistency checking has been followed in [7,11]
by graph-interpreted temporal logics. It is left to future work to extend these
approaches to distributed graph transformation as it has been presented in
this paper.
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